We propose a method that enables practitioners to conveniently incorporate custom non-decomposable performance metrics into differentiable learning pipelines, notably those based upon deep learning architectures. Our approach is based on the recently-developed adversarial prediction framework, a distributionally robust approach that optimizes a metric in the worst case given the statistical summary of the empirical distribution. We formulate a marginal distribution technique to reduce the complexity of optimizing the adversarial prediction formulation over a vast range of non-decomposable metrics. We demonstrate how easy it is to write and incorporate complex custom metrics using our provided tool. Finally, we show the effectiveness of our approach for image classification tasks using MNIST and Fashion-MNIST datasets as well as classification task on tabular data using UCI repository and benchmark datasets. The code for our proposed method is available at https://github.com/rizalzaf/Adversarial Prediction.jl.
INTRODUCTION
In real-world applications, the performance of machine learning algorithms is measured with evaluation metrics specifically tailored to the problem of interest. Although the accuracy is the most popular evaluation metric, many applications require the use of more complex evaluation metrics that are not additivelydecomposable into sample-wise measures. For example, in text classification area, F β score (weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall) is frequently used to evaluate performance. F β is also popular in the classification tasks with imbalanced datasets. In medical fields, the sensitivity, specificity, and informedness are some of the popular evaluation metrics. Many of these performance metrics require inherent trade-offs, for example, balancing precision versus recall and specificity versus sensitivity.
A variety of learning algorithms that incorporate some of the performance metrics above into their learning objectives have been proposed. One of the first approaches to this problem is the SVM-Perf [1] , which augments the constraints of a binary SVM optimization with the metrics. Koyejo et al. [2] and Narasimhan et al. [3] proposed plug-in classifiers that rely on an external estimator of class probability (typically using logistic regression). Hazan et al. [4] proposed a way to directly optimizes the performance metric by computing the asymptotic gradient of the metric. Some of the previous research focused only on a specific performance metric, most notably, the F1-score [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Optimizing the metric on specific learning settings have also been explored, for example, in online learning [8, 11, 12] and ranking [13] [14] [15] [16] . Finally, several efforts have been made to incorporate non-decomposable metrics into deep neural networks training [17] [18] [19] .
Despite this rich literature on learning algorithms for non-decomposable metrics, the algorithms have not been widely used in practical applications, particularly in the modern machine learning applications that rely on the representational power of deep architectures, where training is typically done using a gradient-based method. Instead of being trained to optimize the evaluation metric of interest, they are typically trained to minimize cross-entropy loss, with the hope that it will indirectly optimize the metric [17] . However, as mentioned in previous research [17, 20, 21] , this discrepancy between the target and optimized metric can lead to inferior results.
We argue that two factors hinder the wide adoption of the learning algorithms for non-decomposable metrics into many modern machine learning applications. model = Chain ( Conv((5, 5) , 1=>20, relu), MaxPool((2,2)), Conv ((5, 5) , 20=>50, relu), MaxPool((2,2)), x -> reshape(x, :, size(x, 4)), Dense(4*4*50, 500), Dense(500, 1), vec ) objective(x, y) = mean( logitbinarycrossentropy(model(x), y)) opt = ADAM(1e-3) Flux.train!(objective, params(model), train_set, opt) model = Chain ( Conv((5, 5) , 1=>20, relu), MaxPool((2,2)), Conv ((5, 5) , 20=>50, relu), MaxPool((2,2)), x -> reshape(x, :, size(x, 4)), Dense(4*4*50, 500), Dense(500, 1), vec ) @metric FBeta beta function define(::Type{FBeta}, C::ConfusionMatrix, beta) return ((1 + beta^2) * C.tp) / (beta^2 * C.ap + C.pp) end f2_score = FBeta(2) special_case_positive!(f2_score) objective(x, y) = ap_objective(model(x), y, f2_score) Flux.train!(objective, params(model), train_set, ADAM(1e-3)) First, many of the existing learning algorithms are not flexible enough to accommodate the custom need of real-world applications. Their formulations only cover a few types of performance metrics that may not be relevant for some applications. Second, even though some of the existing formulations are flexible, they do not provide a way for practitioners to customize the usage. The author of these flexible methods oftentimes only provides few uses case metrics in their experiments and also their published codes. A significant amount of effort (e.g., deriving the formulations and rewriting the codes) need to be spent by a practitioner who wants to implement and customize their algorithm to the specific needs of the applications. This also still be a problem even for the latest development of algorithms that already specifically target deep learning training. These two factors force many practitioners to choose a method that is easy to incorporate to their machine learning system, for example, the cross-entropy objective (a common proxy for accuracy metric) that is readily available in many deep learning frameworks.
In this paper, our goal is to overcome the problem above. We propose a generic framework for optimizing arbitrary complex non-decomposable performance metrics using gradient-based learning procedures. Our framework can be applied to most of the common usecases of non-decomposable metrics. Specifically, we require the metric to be derived from the value of the confusion matrix with minimal requirements on how the metric needs to be constructed. Our formulation also supports optimizing a performance metric with a constraint over another metric. This is useful in the case where we want to balance the trade-off between two metrics, for example, in the case where we want to maximize precision subject to recall ≥ 0.8. Our approach is based on the adversarial prediction framework [22, 23] , a distributionally robust framework for constructing learning algorithms that seeks a predictor that maximizes the performance metric in the worst case given the statistical summary of the empirical distribution. We replace the empirical data for evaluating the predictor with an adversary that is free to choose an evaluating distribution from the set of conditional distribution that matches the statistics of empirical data via moment matching on the features. Although naively applying this approach is not possible, we develop a marginalization technique that reduces the number of variables in the resulting optimization from exponentially many variables to just quadratic.
In addition to these algorithmic contributions, we establish the Fisher consistency of the method, a feature notably lacking from much past work approximately optimizing performance metrics [24, 25] . We also develop a programming interface such that a practitioner can easily construct the metric and integrate it into their learning pipeline. Figure 1 provides an example of incorporating the F 2 -score metric into the training pipeline of our method. Notice that only minimal changes from the standard cross-entropy learning code are needed. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our method against the standard training on several benchmark data sets within deep learning pipelines and demonstrate that our method vastly outperforms traditional approaches for training these networks.
BACKGROUND

Performance Metrics
Deciding on what performance metric to be used for evaluating the prediction is an important aspect of machine learning applications, since it will also guide the design of learning algorithms. A performance metric should be carefully picked to reflect the objective goal of the prediction [26] . Different tasks in machine learning require different metrics that align well with the tasks. For binary classification problems, many of the commonly used performance metrics are derived from the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix is a table that reports the values that relate the prediction of a classifier with the ground truth labels. Table 1 shows the anatomy of the confusion matrix.
Most commonly used performance metrics can be derived from the confusion matrix. Some of the metrics are decomposable, which means that it can be broken down to an independent sum of another metric that depends only on a single sample. However, most of the interesting performance metrics are nondecomposable, where we need to consider all samples at once. There is a wide variety of non-decomposable performance metrics. Table 2 shows some of the popular metrics and the formula on how to derive the metric from the confusion matrix. 
Matthews correlation coefficient
TP / ALL − ( AP · PP )/ ALL 2 √ AP · PP · AN · PN / ALL 2
Existing Methods
Many existing methods have been proposed for optimizing non-decomposable metrics. However, they do not facilitate an easy way to implement the methods on new custom tasks. They also do not provide convenient ways to integrate the algorithms to differentiable learning pipeline on custom non-decomposable performance metrics. SVM-Perf [1] is a large margin technique that enables the incorporation of a performance metric to the SVM training objective. However, for new metrics that are not explained in the paper, we need to formulate and implement an algorithm to find the maximum violated constraints for the given metric inside its cutting plane algorithm. Plug-in based classifiers [2, 3] need to first solve probability estimation problems optimally, and then tune a threshold depending on the performance metric they optimize. This makes the techniques hard to incorporate into differentiable learning pipelines. Many existing methods only focus on developing formulations for specific performance metrics or providing examples on a few metrics without any complete guide on extending the methods to other metrics [4-10]. Finally, even though some of the existing methods [17] [18] [19] specifically targeted their approach to deep learning, they do not provide an easy way to implement their method on a new custom performance metric.
Adversarial Prediction
Recently-developed adversarial prediction framework [22, 23] provides an alternative to the empirical risk minimization framework (ERM) [27] for designing learning algorithms. In the classification setting, the ERM framework prescribes the use of convex surrogate loss function as a tractable approximation to the original non-convex and non-continuous objective of optimizing an evaluation metric (e.g., accuracy). In contrast, the adversarial prediction framework replaces the empirical training data for evaluating the metric with an adversary that is free to choose an evaluating distribution that approximates the training data. This approximation of the training data is performed by constraining the adversary's distribution to match the feature statistics of the empirical training data. Even though we started with a non-convex and noncontinuous metric, the resulting optimization objective is always convex with respect to the optimized variable.
The adversarial prediction framework has been previously used to design learning algorithms for many decomposable metrics, including the zero-one loss [28] , ordinal regression loss [29] , abstention loss [22] , costsensitive loss metrics [23] . The extension of the framework to the non-decomposable metric and structured prediction has also been explored. The main challenge of these extensions is that naively solve the resulting dual optimization is intractable since we have to simultaneously consider all possible label assignments for all samples in the dataset. Previous research tried to reduce the complexity of solving the problem. One of the first efforts by Wang et al.
[9] uses a double oracle technique to solve the problem from a few performance metrics (F 1 -score, precision@k, and DCG). However, the double oracle algorithm they use does not have any guarantee that it will converge to the solution in polynomial time. Additionally, extending the approach to other metrics is hard since we have to formulate an algorithm to find the best response for the given metric, which is harder than the SVM-Perf's problem on finding the most violated constraints.
The second wave of research have been proposed for applying the adversarial prediction to nondecomposable metrics and structured prediction using marginalization technique that reduces the optimization over full exponentially sized conditional distributions into their polynomially sized marginal distributions. This technique has been applied to the problem of optimizing F 1 -score metric [10], tree-structure graphical models [30] , and bipartite matching in graph [31] . However, these methods only focus on the specific performance metrics, and they do not provide a way to extend the method to custom performance metrics easily. Our paper is the first effort to generalize the marginalization technique to a vast range of performance metrics. Our approach is also the first method that can be easily integrated into differentiable learning pipelines.
APPROACH
To achieve our goal of providing a flexible and easy to use method for optimizing custom performance metrics, we formulate it as an adversarial prediction task.
Adversarial Prediction Formulation
In a binary classification task, the training examples consist of pairs of training data and labels {(x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n )} drawn i.i.d from a distribution D on X × Y, where X is the feature space and Y = {0, 1} n is the set of binary labels. A classifier needs to make a predictionŷ i for each sample x i . The prediction is evaluated using a non-decomposable performance metric, metric(ŷ, y). Here, we need to consider the prediction for all samples (denoted in vector notations) to compute the metric.
The adversarial prediction method seeks a predictor that robustly maximizes the performance metric against an adversary that is constrained to approx-imate the training data (via moment matching constraints on the features) but otherwise aims to minimize the metric. Both predictor and adversary players are allowed to make probabilistic predictions over all possible label outcomes. Denote P(Ŷ) P (Ŷ|X) as the predictor's probabilistic prediction and Q(Y) P (Y|X) as the adversary's distribution. 1 The adversary player needs to approximate the training data by selecting a conditional probability Q(Y) whose feature expectations match the empirical feature statistics. On the other hand, the predictor is free to choose any conditional probability P(Ŷ) that maximizes the expected metric. Formally, the adversarial prediction is formulated as: (1) whereP denotes the empirical distribution. Using the method of Lagrangian multipliers and strong duality for convex-concave saddle point problems [32, 33] , the dual formulation of Eq. (1) can be written as:
where θ is the Lagrange dual variable for the moment matching constraints of the adversary's distribution. This follows directly from previous results in adversarial prediction [9, 22, 23] .
Adversarial Prediction for Non-Decomposable Performance Metrics
We consider a family of performance metrics that can be expressed as a sum of fractions:
where a j and b j are constants, whereas f j and g j are functions over PP and AP. Hence, the numerator is a linear function over true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) which may also depends on sum statistics, i.e., predicted and actual positive (PP and AP) as well as their negative counterparts (predicted and actual negative (PN an AN)) and all data (ALL). The denominator depends only on the sum statistics. This metric construction covers a vast range of commonly used metrics, including all metrics in Table 2 .
Applying the adversarial prediction framework to classification problems with non-decomposable metrics is non-trivial. We take a look at the inner minimax problem of the dual formulation (Eq. (2)), i.e.:
(4) Note that we set aside the empirical potential term (θ ⊺ φ(X, Y)) since it does not influence the inner minimax solution. Unlike many previous adversarial prediction research [22, 23, 28, 29] , we cannot reduce the problem to sample-wise minimax problems since our metric is now non-decomposable. We need to deal with the full conditional distribution (P(ŷ) and Q(ŷ)) over all samples which is exponential in size. Therefore, naively solving the inner minimax problem is intractable. In the subsequent analyses, we aim to reduce the complexity of solving the problem by optimizing over the marginal distribution of P(ŷ) and Q(ŷ).
We take a look at the expectation of the metric. We now define the marginal probability of the event where y i = 1 and i ′ y i ′ = k, which we write as P(ŷ i = 1, i ′ŷi ′ = k)) and Q(y i = 1, i ′yi ′ = k)) for the predictor and adversary respectively. Similarly, we also define the marginal probability of the event where y i = 0 and i ′ y i ′ = k. Let us denote p a k be a vector with n items where each of its items (p a k ) i represents the predictor's marginal probability P(ŷ i = a, i ′ŷi ′ = k)). Similarly, we also denote q a l for the adversary's marginal probabilities. We also denote the marginal probability of sums as r k = P( iŷ i = k), and s l = Q( iy i = l) Using these notations, we simplify the computation of the expected value of the performance metric in terms of these marginal probabilities as stated in Theorem 1. 2 Theorem 1. Given a performance metric that follows the construction in Eq. (3), the expected value of the metric over exponentially sizes conditional probabilities P(Ŷ) and Q(Y) can be expressed as the sum of functions over marginal probability variables p 1 k , q 1 l , p 0 k , q 0 l , r k , and s l as follows:
Some performance metrics (e.g. precision, recall, Fscore, sensitivity, and specificity) enforce special cases to avoid division by zero. For the metrics that contains true positive, the special cases is usually defined as:
metric(0, 0) = 1; metric(0, y) = 0, ∀y = 0; (6) metric(ŷ, 0) = 0, ∀ŷ = 0, whereas for the one with true negative, their cases are: metric(1, 1) = 1; metric(1, y) = 0, ∀y = 1; (7) metric(ŷ, 1) = 0, ∀ŷ = 1. Hereŷ = 0 andŷ = 1 means that the classifier predicts all samples as negative and positive respectively. If the special cases are enforced, we need to modify Eq. (5) accordingly. For example, if both special cases for true positive and true negative are enforced, it becomes:
Let us denote a n × n marginal distribution matrix P where each column P (:,k) represents p 1 k . Similarly, we denote a matrix Q for q 1 k . For our feature, we use additive feature function, i.e., φ(x, y) = i φ(x i , y i ).
For simplicity, we also define φ(x i , y i = 0) = 0. Let us denote Ψ be a n × m matrix where each of its columns denotes the feature for each sample, i.e., Ψ :,i = φ(x i , y i = 1), and m is the number of features. Using these notations, we simplify the dual formulation of the adversarial prediction in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Let P and Q be the marginal predictor and adversary probability matrices respectively. Given a performance metric that follows the construction in Eq.
(3) and features that are additive over each sample, the dual optimization formulation (Eq. (2)) can be equivalently computed as:
where ∆ is the set of valid marginal probability matrices denoted as:
All of the terms in the objective: p 1 k , q 1 l , p 0 k , q 0 l , r k , s l , P(0), and Q(0) can be computed from P and Q.
Using the construction above, we reduce the number of optimized variables in the inner minimax from exponential size to just quadratic size. Note that the objective in Eq. (9) remains bilinear over the optimized variables (P and Q), as in the original formulation (Eq. (2)) that is bilinear over P(Ŷ) and Q(Y).
Optimization
One of the benefits of optimizing a loss metric using the adversarial prediction framework is that the resulting dual optimization (e.g., Eq. (2) and Eq. (9)) is convex (or concave in our case of optimizing performance metric) in θ [22, 23] , despite the original metric that we want to optimize is non-convex and noncontinuous. Therefore, to achieve the global solution of θ, we can just use the standard gradient ascent algorithm. The sub-gradient of the objective with respect to theta is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let L(θ) be the objective of the maximization over θ in Eq. (9) and let Q * be the solution of the inner minimization over Q, then the sub-gradient of −L(θ) with respect to θ includes:
To solve the inner minimax over Q and P, we eliminate the inner-most optimization over P by introducing dual variables over some of the constraints on P and a slack variable that convert maximization into a set of constraints over Q and the slack variable. This results in an optimization that can be solved as a linear program.
Theorem 4. The inner minimization over Q in Eq.
(9) can be solved as a linear program in the form of:
where c(Q) is a linear function of Q and Z(Q) is a matrix-valued linear function of Q, both of which are defined analytically by the form of the metric. 3
Metric Constraints
In some machine learning settings, we may want to optimize a performance metric subject to constraints on other metrics. This occurs in the case where there are trade-offs between different performance metrics. For example, a machine learning system may want to optimize the precision of the prediction, subject to its recall is greater than some threshold. For these tasks, we write the adversarial prediction formulation as:
where t is the number of metric constraints. In this formulation, we constraint the predictor to choose a 3 Please see the Appendix for the details.
conditional distribution in which the expected values of the constraint metrics evaluated on empirical data are greater than some threshold τ .
As in Section 3.2, we use a marginalization technique to reduce the size of the optimization problem as stated in Theorem 5.
Theorem 5. Let P and Q be the marginal predictor and adversary probability matrices respectively. Given a performance metric that follows the construction in Eq.
(3), a set of constraints over metrics that also follows the construction in Eq. (3), and features that are additive over each sample, the dual optimization formulation of (Eq. (13)) can be computed as:
where ∆ is the set of marginal probability matrices defined in Eq (10), and Γ is the set of marginal probability matrices defined as:
All of the terms in the objective: p 1 k , q 1 l , p 0 k , q 0 l , r k , s l , P(0), and Q(0), can be computed from P and Q.
Note that the resulting optimization in the case where we have metric constraints (Eq. (14)) is relatively similar with the standard case (Eq. (9)). The only difference is the additional constraints over P. Since the constraints in the set Γ are also just linear constraints over P, we can also rewrite the inner minimization over Q in Eq. (14) as a linear program.
Theorem 6. The inner minimization over Q in Eq. (14) can be solved as a linear program in the form of:
where c(Q) is a linear function of Q and Z(Q) is a matrix-valued linear function of Q, both of which are defined analytically by the form of the metric; whereas µ l is a constant and B (l) is a matrix, both of which are defined analytically by the l-th metric constraint and the ground truth label.
Integration into Differentiable Learning
In this section, we aim to integrate our formulation into differentiable learning pipelines with a focus on @metric Kappa function define(::Type{Kappa}, C::ConfusionMatrix) pe = (C.ap * C.pp + C.an * C.pn) / C.all^2 num = (C.tp + C.tn) / C.all -pe den = 1 -pe return num / den end kappa = Kappa() special_case_positive!(kappa) special_case_negative!(kappa) Figure 2 : A code example for Cohen's kappa score.
those based upon deep learning architectures. First, we note that even though we have reduced the number of variables in our formulation from exponential to quadratic size, it is still too big for most deep learning tasks since the number of examples is usually big. Therefore, when optimizing the inner minimax over Q and P, rather than optimizing over all samples, we perform optimization for every minibatch which limits the size of optimized variables into a relatively small quadratic size. We introduce non-linearity into our model by using the last layer of neural networks model as the features that we use to constraints the adversary's distribution in Eq. (1). Consequently, in the training process, we propagate back the gradient signal in Eq. (11) to the network.
To enable easy integration with deep learning pipelines, we develop a programming interface for writing a custom performance metric. This interface enables the user to write an arbitrary complex performance metric based on the entities in the confusion matrix. If the metric is valid according to our metric construction in Eq (3), we create an expression tree that stores all the operations in the metric. This expression tree is then used when computing the objective and constraints in Eq. (9) and Eq. (14) as well as the LP formulations in Eq. (12) and Eq. (16). We implement our method on top of Julia programming language [34] and its deep learning framework, FluxML [35] . However, our method can be implemented in any other languages and frameworks. Figure 2 provides a code example for writing the definition of Cohen's kappa score metric. Note that our programming interface can handle a relatively complex performance metric. Figure 3 shows an example where we want to optimize precision, with a constraint that the recall has to be greater than 0.8. For more examples of the code for various performance metrics, we refer the reader to Appendix B.
Fisher Consistency Property
The behavior of a learning algorithm in an ideal setting (i.e., where the algorithm is given access to the true @metric PR function define(::Type{PR}, C::ConfusionMatrix) return C.tp / C.pp end function constraint(::Type{PR}, C::ConfusionMatrix) return C.tp / C.ap >= 0.8 end prec_rec = PR() special_case_positive!(prec_rec) cs_special_case_positive!(prec_rec, true) Figure 3 : A code example for precision metric with a constraint on recall metric. population distribution, and it is allowed to be optimized over the set of all measurable hypothesis functions), provides a useful theoretical validation. Fisher consistency requires that the prediction model yields the Bayes optimal decision boundary in this setting [24, 25, 36, 37] . The Fisher consistency of the adversarial prediction framework has been established previously for decomposable metrics [22] , bipartite matching [31] , and graphical model [30] . We establish the consistency of our approach in the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Given a performance metric that follows the construction in Eq. (3) , the adversarial prediction formulation in Eq. (1) is Fisher consistent if the algorithm is optimized over a set of function that are additive over each sample and sum statistics, i.e., h(x, y) = i,k ρ i,k (x i , y i , k)I[ i y i = k], provided that ρ i,j is allowed to be optimized over the set of all measurable functions on the individual input space (x i , y i ).
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our approach, we apply our formulation to classification tasks on image data from MNIST and Fashion MNIST dataset as well as tabular data from UCI repository [38] and benchmark datasets [39] . We converted the multiclass classification datasets into binary classification tasks by selecting one or more classes as the positive label and the rest as the negative label. For image classification, we construct a convolutional neural network architecture, whereas for the rest datasets, we construct a multi-layer perceptron with 2 hidden layers. We evaluate the prediction using 6 different metrics: accuracy, F 1 score, F 2 score, the geometric mean of precision and recall (GPR), bookmaker informedness, and Cohen's kappa score. We also evaluate the prediction using metric constraints, particularly, we train our method to optimize precision given that the recall is greater than certain thresholds. We select two different thresholds for the recall, 0.6 and 0.8. We then measure the prediction using precision at recall equal to the given thresholds.
We compare our method with the standard deep Table 3 : Experiment Results on 7 datasets. AP-Perf is trained and evaluated on train and test datasets using accuracy, F 1 -score, F 2 -score, GPR, informedness, kappa score, precision s.t. recall ≥ 0.8, and precision s.t. recall ≥ 0.6 metrics. BCE is trained using cross-entropy loss and evaluated with the selected metrics. learning training that optimizes the binary crossentropy (BCE). In our experiment, we train our methods separately for each performance metric that we want to optimize. After the training session finished, we compute the value of the metric for the prediction in the testing dataset as well as the training dataset. For the BCE networks, we only train the networks once, and then let the networks to make the prediction on testing and training datasets. We then measure the performance of the prediction using 8 metrics that we have selected. For both methods, we add an L2 regularization with λ = 0.01. In each dataset, we run the training procedure for 100 epochs using ADAM optimizer with learning rate = 0.001. The code for the AP-Perf framework is available at https://github.com/rizalzaf/AdversarialPrediction.jl.
All code for the experiments is available at https://github.com/rizalzaf/AP-examples.
The result from Table 3 shows that our method improves the performance metrics for all datasets in both train and test set for all non-decomposable metrics (F 1 -score, F 2 -score, GPR, informedness, and kappa). In many cases, especially in Fashion-MNIST and Whitewine datasets, our method improves the training metrics significantly from the BCE's results. The benefit of our methods is also reflected in the test metric, albeit not as dramatic as in the train set. The BCE method only performs competitively on the accuracy metric which is a decomposable metric that BCE is designed to approximate. For all other metrics, our approach outperforms BCE.
For the experiments that optimize precision given recall greater than some thresholds, we display the precision value when the recall is equal to the thresholds. We can also see from the results table that our method improves the train metrics on all datasets. Our method also improves the test metrics, except in the MNIST dataset, where the metric is already very close to 1.0. This shows the flexibility of our method in optimizing a performance metric subject to constraining the value of other metrics, whereas if we use BCE in the training process, we do not have any control over the trade-off between two metrics.
CONCLUSION
We developed a technique and programming interface that enable practitioners to integrate custom nondecomposable metric into differentiable learning. Our methods support a vast range of commonly used performance metrics. The list of metric that our approach support is, however, far from exhaustive. The most noticeable missing metric is the area under the ROC curve (AUC) which cannot be directly computed from the value of the entities in the confusion matrix. We also do not support performance metrics that are computed from ranking tasks, for example, the mean average precision (MAP). Our future works aim for closing these gaps in the metric that we do not support, as well as extending the method to ranking, multiclass and multilabel tasks. [24] Ambuj Tewari and Peter L Bartlett. On the consistency of multiclass classification methods. 
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of Theorem 1. The metric in Eq.
(3) can be written in a variable notation as:
Therefore, the expected value of the metrics can be computed as:
The transformations above are explained as follow:
(a) Expanding the definition of expectation of the metric to the sum of probability-weighted metric.
(b) Applying the construction of our performance metric.
(c) Grouping the values of the metric in terms of iŷ i = k and iy i = l. (e) Since iŷ iyi and i (1−ŷ i )(1−y i ) are both decomposable, then the expectation over P(ŷ) and Q(y) for the case where iŷ i = k and iy i = l can be decomposed into each individual marginal probabilities P(ŷ i , i ′ŷi ′ = k) and Q(y i , i ′yi ′ = l). Similarly, given fixed k and l, f j (k, l) is just a constant, hence we can simplify the expectation over f j (k, l) in terms of the marginal probabilities of P( iŷ i = k) and Q( iy i = l).
(f) Rewriting the marginal probabilities in vector notations.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 2. From Theorem 1 we know that:
Note that the values for some p a k and q a l are known, i.e.:
and similarly for q a l . We now analyze the relation between p 1 k and p 0 k (which also applies to q 1 k and q 0 k ). Note that each P(ŷ) such that iŷ i = k appears k times in i P(ŷ i = 1, iŷ i = k)), which implies:
Therefore, we also have the relation:
, for all k ∈ [1, n−1]. In vector notation we can write:
We know already that p 0 n = 0. For computing p 0 0 , we know that P(ŷ i = 0, iŷ i = 0) = P( iŷ i = 0) = P(0) which can be computed as:
Therefore, we can compute all values in p 0 k , ∀k ∈ [0, n], r k , P(0), and P(1) from p 1 k , and thus we can perform optimization over p 1 k and q 1 k only. For short, we write the as just p k and q k . Note that we know that p 0 = q 0 = 0. Therefore, it suffices to optimizes only over p k and q k , for all k ∈ [1, n]. Let we denote a n × n matrix P where each column P (:,k) represents p k . Similarly, we denote a matrix Q for q k .
Let's take a look at the property of the marginal probability matrices P and Q. To be a valid marginal probability, P has to satisfy the following constraints:
The constraints above are described below:
• The first constraint is for the non-negativity of probability.
• The second constraint is from P(ŷ i = 1) = k P(ŷ i = 1, iŷ i = k) ≤ 1.
• The third constraint comes from the fact that each P(ŷ) such that iŷ i = k appears k times in i P(ŷ i = 1, iŷ i = k)), and thus, P( iŷ i = k) = 1 k i P(ŷ i = 1, iŷ i = k)). Therefore, the inequality of P(y i = 1, iŷ i = k) ≤ P( iŷ i = k) must hold which implies the third constraint.
• The fourth constraint comes from the fact that k P( iŷ i = k) ≤ 1.
The same constraints also need to hold for the probability matrix Q. We can also see that satisfying the third and fourth constraints implies the second constraints, i.e.:
Now we take a look at the features. Let the pair (x, y) be the empirical training data. Based on the construction of our features, we compute the potentials for θ ⊺ φ(x, y) as:
and the potentials for
Therefore, we can simplify Eq.
(2) as:
where ∆ is the set of valid marginal probability matrix denoted as:
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof of Theorem 3. The result follows directly from the rule of subgradient of maximum function.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof of Theorem 4. The inner minimization over Q in Eq. (9) is:
Denote:
Since the objective in O(Q, P) is a bilinear function over Q and P, it can be written in the form of O(Q, P) = ∂O(Q,P) ∂P , P + c(Q), where c(Q) is the terms that are constant over P. Therefore, Eq. (46) can be written as:
where Z(Q) = ∂O(Q,P) ∂P , and W = Ψ ⊺ θ1 ⊺ . Note that both Z(Q) and c(Q) are some linear functions that depend on the metric. We expand the constraints over P as:
We now perform a change of variable. Let us transform P to a matrix A where its element contains the value of a i,k = 1 k a i,k . We can rewrite the objective as: min
is the linearly transformed Z(Q) to adjust the transformation of the variable from P to A.
Using duality, we introduce a Lagrange dual variable for a i,k ≤ 1 k j a j,k constraint.
We can regroup the terms that depend on A as:
We now eliminate the inner maximization over A by transforming it into constraints as follows:
The formulation above can be written in a standard linear program as:
where c(Q) is a linear function of Q and Z ′ (Q) is a matrix-valued linear function of Q, both of which are defined analytically by the form of the metric.
A.5 Proof of Theorem 5
Proof of Theorem 5. Let us take a look at the expectation in the constraints:
where l = i y i . Therefore, the metric constraints can be written as:
The dual formulation of Eq. (13) is:
Following the analysis in the proof of Theorem 2, the dual formulation can be simplified as:
where:
A.6 Proof of Theorem 6
Proof of Theorem 6. The inner minimization over Q in Eq. (14) is relatively similar to the standard case (Eq. (9)). The only difference is the additional constraints over P. Since the numerators of the metrics in the constraints are linear in terms of p 1 k and p 0 k (which also means linear in terms of p k ), then the constraints in Γ can be represented by some matrix B (i) and some constant µ i such that:
Following the change of variable in the proof of Theorem 4, we can also represent the constraint in terms of A using some matrix B ′(i) such that:
Therefore, we have an inner optimization over Q and A, which can be written as:
Using duality, we introduce Lagrange dual variables. We can convert the optimization in a standard linear program format as follows:
∀i, k ∈ [1, n].
A.7 Proof of Theorem 7
Proof of Theorem 7. Despite its apparent differences from standard empirical risk minimization (ERM), the dual formulation of the adversarial prediction (Eq. (2)) can be equivalently recast as an ERM method: 
and h θ (x, y) = θ ⊺ φ(x, y) is the Lagrangian potential function. AL h θ (x, y) is then the surrogate loss for input x and label y. The Fisher consistency condition for the adversarial prediction can then be written as:
⇒ argmax y h * (x, y) ⊆ argmax
It has been shown by Fathony et al. [22, 31] , for a given natural requirement of performance metric, i.e., metric(y, y) > metric(y, y ′ ) for all y ′ = y, the adversarial prediction is Fisher consistent provided that h is optimized over all measurable functions over the input space of (x, y). We quote the result below:
Proposition 1 (Consistency result from Fathony et al. [22, 31] ). Suppose we have a metric that satisfy the natural requirement: metric(y, y) > metric(y, y ′ ) for all y ′ = y. Then the adversarial surrogate loss AL h is Fisher consistent if h is optimized over all measurable functions over the input space of (x, y).
The key to the result above is the observation that given a loss metric loss(y ′ , y), for the optimal potential function h * , h * (x, y) + loss(y ⋄ , y) is invariant to y where y ⋄ = argmax y ′ E P (Y|x) [metric(y ′ , Y)]. This property is referred to as the loss reflective property of the h minimizer. For a performance metric, the property can be equivalently written as h * (x, y) − metric(y ⋄ , y) is invariant to y.
We now want to reduce the input space that h needs to operate in order to achieve to Fisher consistency property. We consider the restricted set of h defined as: h(x, y) = i,k ρ i,k (x, y i , k)I[ i y i = k], where each ρ {i,k} is optimized over the set of all measurable functions on the individual input space of (x, y i ). If the performance metric follows the construction in Eq.
(3), then we can achieve the loss reflective property under the restricted set of h by setting:
This will render the loss reflective property as h * (x, y) − metric(y ⋄ , y) = 0.
Therefore we can conclude that our method is Fisher consistent for a performance metric that follows the construction in Eq.
(3) if the algorithm is optimized over a set of function that are additive over each sample and sum statistics. 
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